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New Spiral Conveyors Save Space and Increase Throughput
By Ole B. Rygh, President, Ryson International Inc.

New advances in spiral conveyor technology offer significant productivity and operational 
benefits in a wide number of industries and applications where space for material handling systems 
may be limited — manufacturing, warehouse operations, packaging, bottling, and order fulfillment. 

Rather than the horizontal movement of components or products offered by traditional 
conveyors, spiral conveyors move goods along a vertical axis. Spiral conveyors are ideal for moving 
cartons, bags, bundles, trays, totes, pails, cans, bottles, containers, and wrapped or unwrapped items. 

Ryson International developed its next generation spiral conveyors based on extensive 
input from end users and from research and development of promising technologies. This new 
generation emphasizes simplicity, modularity, quality, and reliability.  These systems require minimal 
maintenance and are capable of long-term three-shift-per-day operation.

Saving Space

Spiral conveyors are an attractive alternative to traditional incline conveyors because of their 
small footprint. Depending on the size of load to be handled, this next generation solution can 
be slotted into a circular workspace between 4 feet 8 inches and 8 feet 2 inches in diameter. 
This small space requirement means that these conveyors can be pre-assembled, pre-tested, and 
shipped in one piece to the end user. This makes start up faster and easier. Pre-assembly also 
reduces field-based installation costs and glitches. 

The spirals are frequently used in cooler and freezer applications where floor space is at a high 
premium.

Vertical Accumulation Buffering

C
• Proprietary low-friction chain-slat arrangement assures low maintenance and long life, 

with the added benefit of lower noise levels — below 70 DB

Spiral conveyors are:

• Equipped with automatic chain tensioning and have built-in overload protection

• Offer modular design, and are made-to-order, tailored to the customer’s specific needs 

• Easily reconfigured in the field to meet emerging needs 

• Can be delivered in powder coated carbon steel, stainless steel, or washdown versions 
suitable for food handling
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Ryson Spiral Conveyors Featured On  
NatGeo’s “Ultimate Factories” Episode

Ryson’s Vertical Spiral Conveyors showcased on Ultimate Factories  
during the packaging process of bottle and can lines.

Yorktown, VA— Spiral conveyors from Ryson International, a premier manufacturer of vertical 
conveying systems, was recently featured on “Ultimate Factories,” a hit series on the National 
Geographic Channel. 

The March 17, 2011 episode of Ultimate Factories highlighted a Coca-Cola bottling plant in 
Baton Rouge, LA, that has been in operation since 2009. According to the episode guide, Coca-
Cola reaches more countries than there are in the United Nations, and the machines in its 
bottling plant pump out almost 800 bottles per minute.

To help insure maximum efficiency in the plant, Sentry Equipment - a leading systems 
integration company - selected Ryson’s spiral conveyors as the solution to transport cases 
of Coke bottles and cans from packaging to palletizing. The cans showcased in the Ultimate 
Factories episode are filled at an astonishing rate of up to 1,700 cans per minute. Spiral 
conveyors from Ryson, the USA’s top manufacturer, are being utilized in the plant because 
they can convey at high speeds, have low maintenance cost and low production interruption 
because they are so reliable. Both of these features are critical for a bottling plant capable of 
producing 800 bottles of the world’s leading beverage every minute. 

There are eight Ryson spirals installed in the Baton Rouge cola bottling plant. Transporting 
cases, trays and fridge packs from the packaging floor to the palletizing area. In the episode of 
Ultimate Factories, the Ryson Case Elevator (http://www.ryson.com/spirals/case-packaging-
conveyors.htm) on the bottling line is featured in Part 2 of the series, roughly 4 minutes into 
the segment. The spiral conveyors moving fridge packs are featured in part 3 at around the 2 
minute mark. 

To learn more about Ryson’s conveyor solutions for bottles, please visit http://www.ryson.
com/spirals/bottle-conveyors.htm. For a clip from the March 17 episode featuring a Ryson 
Spiral Conveyor around the 1:45 mark, click here: http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/series/
ultimate-factories/5151/Videos/09749_00.

About Ryson International, Inc.
Ryson specializes in vertical conveying solutions and is the number one manufacturer of spiral 
conveyors in the USA. Our products include spiral conveyors, spiral curves, mass flow spirals, 
vertical accumulation buffers, bucket elevators, and incline and decline slat conveyors.  All 
products can be delivered in powder coated carbon steel, stainless steel or washdown versions. 
More information is available on the Ryson website at ryson.com, Facebook at facebook.com/
SpiralConveyors and Twitter at twitter.com/Spiral_Conveyor.
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